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🍌Republic?🍌 
 
Barr Assigns U.S. Attorney in CN to Review Origins of
Russia Inquiry  
 
Ukraine Prosecutor Made Up Biden Claim, in an alleged 
bid to curry favor with Trump.  
 
Giuliani deservedly draws ire. 
 
WhatsApp voice calls used to inject Israeli spyware on
phones #Pegasus �

🍌Republic2🍌 

 

Before Trump’s purge at DHS, top officials challenged plan for mass family arrests 

 

TB:”Kushner went to a *pro-RU think tank w/ KREMLIN connex for advice on

setting up Trump's FOREIGN POLICY team. 

 

One week later Carter Page was named as a foreign policy aide.”
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🍌Republic3🍌 

 

Dem House freshmen banding together to help each other raise money to keep their

seats in 2020 

 

Warren: "Betsy DeVos is the worst secretary of education we’ve seen" 

 

A look between the lines suggests Rosenstein isn’t overly confident about his own

conduct.

🍌Republic4🍌 

 

Disney takes over Hulu from Comcast as stream wars heat up 

 

Farmers are getting impatient with Trump's trade war: 'This can't go on'  

Farmers were his base. They helped elect Trump ... and now he's turning his back on

America's farmers when they need him the most,"
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🍌Republic5🍌 

 

U.S. Executive Sentenced to Prison for Role in Conspiracy to Violate Foreign Corrupt

Practices Act 

 

Ohio Middle School Closed After Enriched Uranium Discovered Inside— town

worries about safety after found radioactive contamination.

🍌Republic6🍌 

 

📌Biden still rules the roost, while Sanders’s wings get clipped 

 

Warren Refuses to Hold a Town Hall on Fox News 

 

“Fox News is a hate-for-profit racket that gives a megaphone to racists and

conspiracists.” 

 

DOJ Seeks to Appeal Emoluments Case Against Trump
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🍌Republic7🍌 

 

📌WikiLeaks source Manning could be jailed again soon if she disobeys U.S. grand

jury 

 

A dictator’s daughter and the commander of President Rodrigo Duterte’s bloody drug

war were among the winners of the Philippines’ midterm elections

🍌Republic8🍌 

 

“He’s [Kush] in his own little world,”“He didn’t give many details about what was in

[his immigration plan]. . . . & there were a number of instances where people had to

step in & answer questions b/c he couldn’t.” 

 

Top aide to Labor Sec to depart after clash w/ WH
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🍌Republic9🍌 

 

The FAA has reportedly found that sr agency officials failed to monitor key safety

assessments of Boeing's 737 Max flight-control system. 

 

As the trade conflict intensifies, both the US & China seem to be digging in their heels

in ways that will be hard to resolve.

🍌Republic10🍌 

 

Trump lavished praise on Viktor Orban, the authoritarian prime minister of Hungary

and one of Europe’s leading nationalists, brushing aside concerns about the rollback

of democratic institutions and warming ties with Russia😱
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🍌Republic11🍌 

 

Viktor Orban’s war on Western Liberal Democracies, George Soros and Hungary’s

Jews (Holocaust Denier)  

 

DOJ says FDA ‘lacks jurisdiction’ over death penalty drugs 

 

Wall Street had its worst day in 4 mos as the trade war between the US & China

intensifies.

🍌Republic12🍌 

 

Trump downplays China trade ‘squabble,’ rattles sabre at Iran 

‘We would send a hell of a lot more troops than’ 120k.  

 

Trump asks Congress to shift project funds to states he needs to win in 2020 

 

Great Lakes, Everglades restoration initiatives make list
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🍌Republic13🍌 

 

New Report Shows How a Pro-Iran Group Spread Fake News Online 

 

House DEMs plan marathon public reading of MR. 

 

The Alabama Senate passed a bill making it a crime to perform an abortion during

any stage of a pregnancy including cases involving rape & incest.

🍌Republic14🍌 

 

Trump targets Pell Grant money for NASA’s budget boost 

 

Pentagon looks for new vendors to replace F-35 parts made in Turkey 

 

Comedian Tim Conway of ‘The Carol Burnett Show’ dies at 85
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